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Unsupervised Prosodic Labeling of Speech Synthesis Databases
Using Context-Dependent HMMs∗
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SUMMARY In this paper, an automatic and unsupervised method us-
ing context-dependent hidden Markov models (CD-HMMs) is proposed for
the prosodic labeling of speech synthesis databases. This method con-
sists of three main steps, i.e., initialization, model training and prosodic
labeling. The initial prosodic labels are obtained by unsupervised clus-
tering using the acoustic features designed according to the characteristics
of the prosodic descriptor to be labeled. Then, CD-HMMs of the spec-
tral parameters, F0s and phone durations are estimated by a means similar
to the HMM-based parametric speech synthesis using the initial prosodic
labels. These labels are further updated by Viterbi decoding under the
maximum likelihood criterion given the acoustic feature sequences and the
trained CD-HMMs. The model training and prosodic labeling procedures
are conducted iteratively until convergence. The performance of the pro-
posed method is evaluated on Mandarin speech synthesis databases and two
prosodic descriptors are investigated, i.e., the prosodic phrase boundary
and the emphasis expression. In our implementation, the prosodic phrase
boundary labels are initialized by clustering the durations of the pauses
between every two consecutive prosodic words, and the emphasis expres-
sion labels are initialized by examining the differences between the original
and the synthetic F0 trajectories. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed method is able to label the prosodic phrase boundary positions much
more accurately than the text-analysis-based method without requiring any
manually labeled training data. The unit selection speech synthesis system
constructed using the prosodic phrase boundary labels generated by our
proposed method achieves similar performance to that using the manual la-
bels. Furthermore, the unit selection speech synthesis system constructed
using the emphasis expression labels generated by our proposed method
can convey the emphasis information effectively while maintaining the nat-
uralness of synthetic speech.
key words: speech synthesis, prosodic labeling, hidden Markov model,
prosodic phrase boundary, emphasis expression

1. Introduction

Nowadays unit-selection-based concatenative synthesis [2]
and HMM-based parametric synthesis [3], [4] are the two
most popular speech synthesis approaches. For either of
them, a speech database with corresponding label infor-
mation is the precondition for constructing a speech syn-
thesis system. A large-sized and precisely labeled speech
database can help improve the intelligibility and naturalness
of the synthetic speech, especially for the unit-selection-
based concatenative synthesis methods. Speech database
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annotation commonly consists of phonetic segmentation and
prosodic labeling. In terms of phonetic segmentation, the
text-analysis-based phonetic transcription and the HMM-
based segmentation techniques have already achieved satis-
factory performance and been widely used in practical sys-
tems [5], [6]. On the other hand, manual prosodic labeling
is still necessary in most cases in order to construct high
quality speech synthesis systems. However, manual label-
ing is laborious and very time-consuming. Thus, automatic
prosodic labeling has attracted the attentions of many re-
searchers.

Various methods have been proposed to label the
prosodic descriptors of the speech databases automati-
cally [7]–[21]. Most of these methods are supervised clas-
sification based approaches [7]–[15], which means that a
certain amount of manually labeled training data of each
database is necessary before annotating the remaining sen-
tences automatically. Decision tree is the most popular
classifier [7], [8], [10], [11] for the supervised classification.
Generally speaking, these supervised approaches have al-
ready achieved good performance. However, the manual
prosodic labels are not always available. For example,
nowadays there are huge amounts of speech data on the In-
ternet, the data can be utilized to construct the speech syn-
thesis systems for different speakers respectively. In this
situation, the unsupervised approaches would become more
attractive than the supervised ones. Several methods which
adopt unsupervised approaches for the prosodic labeling can
be found in [16]–[21]. Generally speaking, most of these
methods utilize a two-step strategy, i.e. initialization and
refinement. In [16], [17], [19], the iterative processing of
model training and prosodic labeling was used in the refine-
ment step. Specifically, Ananthakrishnan et al. [16] initial-
ized the prosodic labels by applying clustering algorithms
to partition the acoustic space into two classes. In the re-
finement step, the initial prosodic labels were used to train a
maximum a posteriori (MAP) classifier and were updated it-
eratively. Ni et al. [17] initialized the accent labels according
to the POS of the words. In the refinement step, the accent
labels were used to train a series of HMM based classifiers
and were updated iteratively. Chiang et al. [19] proposed
a joint prosodic labeling and modeling method which de-
termined the prosodic labels and built the prosodic models
simultaneously. The initial labels were obtained by a de-
cision tree which was designed based on prior knowledge
of the prosodic boundary labels. In the refinement step, the
parameters of the prosodic models and the prosodic labels
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were updated iteratively. Different from the methods using
iterative processing of model training and prosodic labeling,
Huang et al. treated the prosodic labels as a discrete latent
variable of a generative mixture model in [18]. Specifically,
some representative samples for one or both classes were
identified in the initialization step first. In the refinement
step, a generative mixture model was trained from both the
identified labeled set and a large pool of unlabeled set using
expectation maximization algorithm. In some other work,
the refinement step was skipped, such as [20], [21], where
the emphasis expression labels were obtained directly by
examining the differences between the log F0 values of the
natural and synthetic speech samples of each phrase.

In this paper, an unsupervised prosodic labeling
method using context-dependent hidden Markov models
(CD-HMM) is proposed. This method also adopts the “ini-
tialization and refinement” framework. In the initialization
step, the initial prosodic labels are obtained by unsupervised
clustering using the acoustic features which can represent
the specific characteristics of the prosodic descriptor to be
labeled. In the refinement step, the iterative processing of
model training and prosodic labeling was conducted to re-
fine the initial prosodic labels. Specifically, the CD-HMMs
of the spectral parameters, F0s and phone durations are es-
timated using the initial prosodic labels. Then, the prosodic
labels are updated by Viterbi decoding under the maximum
likelihood criterion given the sequences of acoustic fea-
tures and the trained CD-HMMs. The model training and
prosodic labeling procedures are executed iteratively until
the labeling results converge.

This proposed method has several advantages. Com-
pared with the initialization steps in [17]–[19], the influence
of the known context features on the acoustic features is con-
sidered in the unsupervised clustering. In contrast to the re-
finement steps in [16], [18] where the type of the prosodic
boundary following each prosodic word was determined in-
dependently, the proposed method adopts the Viterbi decod-
ing approach to decide the types of all prosodic boundaries
within a sentence simultaneously. Maeno et al. [20] also
utilized the CD-HMMs in the emphasis expression label-
ing by examining the differences between the log F0 values
of the natural and synthetic speech samples. However, no
further refinement was conducted in their method. The iter-
ative processing of model training and prosodic labeling in
our proposed method is intended to improve the accuracy of
prosodic labeling further.

The contents of the prosodic labels vary with the lan-
guages and the styles of the databases. In this paper,
Mandarin speech synthesis databases are adopted in our ex-
periments, and two prosodic descriptors, i.e., the prosodic
phrase boundary and the emphasis expression, are used to
evaluate the performance of our proposed method. The
prosodic labels of the reading-style Mandarin speech syn-
thesis databases commonly refer to prosodic boundaries [8],
[10], [11], [14], [15], [18], [19]. Among different levels of
prosodic boundaries, the prosodic phrase boundaries tend
to be the most difficult ones for either manual or auto-

matic labeling. In contrast to the prosodic word bound-
aries which can be precisely predicted by the text-analysis
module, the prosodic phrase boundaries are much more
context-dependent and speaker-dependent. If they are la-
beled manually, it is not only time-consuming but also
difficult to guarantee the consistency among different hu-
man annotators. In addition to the prosodic phrase bound-
aries, the labeling of emphasis expressions for an audio-
book database is also studied in this paper. The audiobook
databases have been adopted to construct speech synthesis
systems [22]–[24] in order to improve the expressiveness of
the systems constructed using the traditional reading-style
databases. The emphasis expression is one of the most rep-
resentative prosodic descriptors for the Mandarin audiobook
databases. Here, the emphasis expression labels are defined
at the prosodic word level, i.e., to indicate each prosodic
word to be emphasized or not. Similarly, it is also time-
consuming and difficult to label the emphasis expressions
manually for a large-sized audiobook database. In our pro-
posed method, the initialization step need to be designed
for different prosodic descriptors respectively. In our im-
plementation, the prosodic phrase boundary labels are ini-
tialized according to the duration of pauses between every
two consecutive prosodic words [1]. The initial labels of the
emphasis expression are obtained by examining the differ-
ences between the log F0 values of the natural and synthetic
speech samples for each prosodic word.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the framework of our proposed unsupervised prosodic
labeling method. Section 3 and Sect. 4 present some de-
tailed introduction to the prosodic phrase boundary labeling
and emphasis expression labeling respectively. Section 5 re-
ports the objective and subjective experimental results and
the conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2. Unsupervised Prosodic Labeling Using CD-HMM

2.1 Overview of the Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method for
the unsupervised prosodic labeling. The whole method con-
sists of three main steps: initialization, model training and
prosodic labeling. The initial prosodic labels are firstly
obtained in the initialization step by unsupervised cluster-
ing. The acoustic features used for clustering vary with the
prosodic descriptor to be labeled. After that, the CD-HMMs
of the spectral parameters, F0s and phone durations are es-
timated using the initial prosodic labels. In the prosodic la-
beling step, the prosodic labels of each utterance are then
updated by Viterbi decoding under the maximum likeli-
hood criterion given the acoustic feature sequences and the
trained CD-HMMs. Once all the utterances in the speech
database are processed, a new model training procedure is
conducted using the updated prosodic labels. The model
training and prosodic labeling procedures are conducted it-
eratively until the labeling results converge. More detailed
descriptions to the prosodic labeling step and model training
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the unsupervised prosodic labeling method. “Known
labels” stand for the known phonetic and prosodic labels generated by the
text-analysis module. “Prosodic labels”, which are initialized first and then
updated iteratively, stand for the prosodic labels expected to be labeled.

step are given in the following sub-sections.

2.2 Prosodic Labeling

The basic idea of prosodic labeling in our proposed method
is similar to the statistical approach of automatic speech
recognition (ASR), which can be expressed as

C∗ = arg max
C

P(O|λ,Cg,C)P(C), (1)

where O stands for the acoustic features extracted from the
speech waveforms of an utterance to be labeled; λ denotes
the trained acoustic models; Cg represents the known pho-
netic and prosodic labels and C stands for the prosodic la-
bels that are expected to be predicted. Once C is determined,
it can be combined with Cg to calculate the output proba-
bility P(O|λ,Cg,C) of the acoustic features for the corre-
sponding acoustic models. P(C) denotes a prior distribution
of the unknown labels without any information of the acous-
tic features. In order to estimate prior distribution of the un-
known labels, a large number of manual labels are usually
necessary. In this paper, we ignore this prior distribution for
simplicity and thus Eq. (1) can be simplified as

C∗ = arg max
C

P(O|λ,Cg,C). (2)

The Viterbi decoding algorithm in ASR [25] is used here to
solve Eq. (2). A “word graph” representing all of the pos-
sible prosodic labeling results is firstly constructed for each
utterance based on the known phonetic and prosodic labels
together with the possible values of the prosodic labels to
be predicted. Then Viterbi decoding algorithm is applied to
search the best path within the “word graph” and to derive

the labeling results.

2.3 Model Training

The aim of model training is to estimate the acoustic mod-
els which describe the distributions of the acoustic features
given the phonetic and prosodic labels. Here, the CD-HMM
is adopted as the acoustic models and the model training
procedure is similar to the one used in the HMM-based para-
metric speech synthesis [26]. Firstly, acoustic features are
extracted from the speech waveforms. The feature vector for
each frame consists of static, delta and delta-delta compo-
nents of spectral parameters and F0. The context-dependent
HMMs are estimated under the maximum likelihood crite-
rion according to the extracted acoustic features and the con-
text features derived from the database labels. The spectrum
part is modeled by a continuous probability distribution and
the F0 part is modeled by a multi-space probability distri-
bution (MSD) [27]. A decision tree based model clustering
method using the minimum description length (MDL) cri-
terion is applied to the model training in order to avoid the
data-sparsity problem. Then each utterance in the training
database is segmented into states by Viterbi alignment us-
ing the trained CD-HMMs. Based on the results of state
segmentation, CD-HMMs of the phone durations can be es-
timated using the same decision-tree-based model clustering
technique.

3. Unsupervised Prosodic Phrase Boundary Labeling

In our Mandarin speech synthesis systems, a three-level
structure is commonly adopted to describe the prosodic
characteristics of an utterance, which consists of prosodic
word, prosodic phrase and sentence levels. Among them,
the prosodic phrase boundary is the most difficult one for
manual and automatic labeling.

The definition of prosodic word and prosodic phrase
boundaries in Mandarin can be given from two points of
view, syntax [28] and phonetics [29], respectively. The pro-
posed method is designed according to the acoustic char-
acteristics described in the phonetic definition. From the
perspective of phonetics, the labels of prosodic word and
prosodic phrase boundaries are given through the perception
experiments conducted by human annotators. A prosodic
word is a tone sandhi group bearing one word stress;
A prosodic phrase contains one or more prosodic words
bearing one phrasal stress. The perceived pause between
prosodic phrases is longer than that of prosodic words. Usu-
ally, there is a pitch reset between prosodic phrases [29].

3.1 Initialization

In the initialization step, the prosodic phrase boundary la-
bels are generated without human intervention. These ini-
tial labels are used in the following iterative processing of
model training and prosodic labeling. Once the prosodic
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word boundaries and the sentence boundaries are given, ini-
tializing the labels of the prosodic phrase boundaries be-
comes an unsupervised binary classification problem, to de-
termine whether each prosodic word boundary should be a
prosodic phrase boundary or not. From the phonetic defini-
tion described above, it can be found that the “longer pause”,
which is frequently accompanied by a significant pitch re-
set, is a typical characteristic to differentiate prosodic phrase
boundary from the prosodic word boundary. Therefore, the
durations of the pauses at the prosodic word boundaries are
extracted as the features for classification in the initialization
step.

As shown in Fig. 2, a text analysis module is adopted to
give the phonetic and prosodic labels excluding the prosodic
phrase boundary positions of each utterance in the speech
database. In order to extract the pause duration at each
prosodic word boundary, a phonetic symbol “sp”, which
stands for the short pause, is inserted at the end of the
phonetic transcriptions of each prosodic word. The CD-
HMMs of the spectral parameters, F0s and phone dura-
tions are trained without using the context features related
to the prosodic phrase boundaries. The duration of “sp” at
the end of each prosodic word is obtained by performing
a state alignment to the acoustic features using the trained
models. Considering that other context features besides the
prosodic boundaries may also affect the duration of these
short pauses, a normalization is applied using the trained
context-dependent phone duration distributions as

d̂sp =
dsp − μ
σ
, (3)

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the initialization step for prosodic phrase boundary
labeling. “PW” stands for prosodic word.

where dsp and d̂sp are the pause durations before and af-
ter normalization respectively; μ and σ stand for the mean
and standard deviation of the corresponding duration distri-
bution given the context features of the pause. Then a K-
medians clustering algorithm is used to divide the prosodic
word boundaries into two classes according to the normal-
ized pause-durations. The midpoint of cluster centers is
used here as the threshold value. The boundaries belong-
ing to the class with longer pauses, i.e. normalized pause-
durations spanning longer than the threshold value, are ini-
tialized as the prosodic phase boundaries, while the other
ones are kept as the prosodic word boundaries.

3.2 Context Features for Model Training

Table 1 lists the context features used in the model training
of prosodic phrase boundary labeling. Compared to HMM-
based parametric speech synthesis, the number of the con-
text features is reduced here. In our previous work [30],
[31], it was found that the context features listed in Table 1
were more important for the prosodic phrase boundary la-
beling than other context features used in the HMM-based
parametric speech synthesis system. The reduced features
can help to simplify the construction of “word graph” and
control the complexity of the Viterbi decoding procedure in
the prosodic labeling [31].

3.3 Two-Pass Viterbi Decoding

According to the context features listed in Table 1, the “word
graph” for prosodic phrase boundary labeling can be derived
from the outputs of text analysis module. Taking the short
sentence “ (speech synthesis)” as an example, the
text analysis results of this sentence are shown in Fig. 3

Table 1 Context features used in the labeling of prosodic phrase bound-
ary.

Category Context features

Phone Groups {current, next} phone
Tone Groups the tone of {previous, current, next} syllable

Boundary Groups the prosodic boundary type at current syllable

Fig. 3 Phonetic transcriptions and prosodic structure of the short sen-
tence “ (speech synthesis)”. The L3, i.e. the prosodic phrase
boundary, is missing, because it is the prosodic labels to be predicted in
this task.
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which contains the phonetic transcriptions and the known
prosodic labels. From this figure, it can be found that there
are four syllables in this sentence. A prosodic word bound-
ary position is located between the second and third sylla-
ble. “v”, “in”, “h”, “e”, “ch”, “eng” stand for the phones
of these syllables. L0, L1, L3, L4 represent for the sylla-
ble, prosodic word, prosodic phrase, and sentence boundary
respectively. The “word graph” of this sentence is shown
in Fig. 4. The context features of Tone Groups is omitted
in this figure for simplification. Here, “sil” represents for
the silence at the beginning and end of the sentence to be
labeled. “null” means that the next phone does not exist.
The best path in the “word graph” can be found by Viterbi
decoding under the maximum likelihood criterion given the
acoustic feature sequences and the trained CD-HMMs. The
labeling results can be derived from the best path then.

Three kinds of acoustic features are used in our meth-
ods. They are spectral parameters, F0s and phone dura-
tions. In our previous work [30], [31], it was found that
all of these features, especially phone durations, played an
important role in the prosodic phrase boundary labeling.
However, these features can not be used in the Viterbi de-
coding simultaneously, because spectral parameters and F0s
are frame-level features but phone durations are phone-level
features. Therefore, a two-pass Viterbi decoding strategy
is applied here. A “word graph” representing all possible
prosodic labeling results is firstly constructed for each ut-
terance based on the known phonetic and prosodic labels
and the possible values of the unknown labels. Then the N-

Fig. 4 “Word graph” of the short sentence “ (speech synthe-
sis)” for prosodic phrase boundary labeling. It is constructed according
to the phonetic transcriptions and prosodic structure shown in Fig. 3. The
definitions of the symbols in the “word graph” are given in Sect. 3.3.

best paths of each utterance are firstly obtained by Viterbi
decoding using the CD-HMMs of the spectrum and F0 fea-
tures. After that, these N hypotheses are rescored using the
context-dependent models of the phone durations. Finally,
the prosodic phrase boundary labels of the utterance are de-
rived from the best path.

4. Unsupervised Emphasis Expression Labeling of
Mandarin Audiobook Database

Audiobook databases consist of a large amount of expres-
sive speech. Thus, it is promising to use this kind of
databases to produce expressive synthetic speech. Empha-
sis expression is one of the most important characteristics
of expressive speech. In this section, the unsupervised
prosodic labeling framework proposed in Sect. 2 is applied
to the emphasis expression labeling of a Mandarin audio-
book database.

4.1 Initialization

In the initialization step, the method proposed in [20] was
adopted to obtain the initial labels of emphasis expression.
Though Mandarin is not a pitch accent language, the raise
of F0 contour is still an important characteristic of empha-
sis expression [32]. The labeling of emphasis expression is
treated as a binary classification problem for simplicity. As
shown in Fig. 5, the acoustic features are extracted from the
speech waveforms at first. Then the CD-HMMs of spectral
parameters, F0s and phone durations are trained without us-
ing the context features of emphasis expressions. After that,
the log F0 sequence can be generated from these models.
Finally the initial labels of emphasis expression can be ob-
tained by examining the differences of mean log F0 values
between natural and generated parameters of each prosodic

Fig. 5 Flowchart of the initialization step for emphasis expression label-
ing. “PW” stands for prosodic word.
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Table 2 Context features used in the labeling of emphasis expression
(“PW” stands for “prosodic word”, “PP” stands for prosodic phrase).

Category Context features

Phone Groups {previous, current, next} phone
Tone Groups the tone of {previous, current, next} syllable

Position Groups

{
relative
absolute

}
positions of current

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

syllable
PW
PP

sentence

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
Boundary Groups the prosodic boundary type at current syllable
Emphasis Groups the emphasis expression labels of current PW

Fig. 6 “Word graph” of the short sentence “ ” (speech synthe-
sis) for emphasis expression labeling. It is constructed according to the
phonetic transcriptions and prosodic structure shown in Fig. 3. The defini-
tions of the symbols in the “word graph” are given in Sects. 3.3 and 4.3.

word. A prosodic word is labeled as an emphatic prosodic
word if the difference is larger than zero, otherwise it is la-
beled as a neutral prosodic word.

4.2 Context Features for Model Training

Table 2 lists the context features used in the model train-
ing of emphasis expression labeling. All of the context fea-
tures used in the HMM-based parameter speech synthesis
are adopted here. Among all of these context features, only
the Emphasis Groups depend on the labels of emphasis ex-
pression. The context features of other groups are known
at the labeling time. Therefore, using such detailed context
features can improve the accuracy of the acoustic models
without increasing the complexity of decoding.

4.3 An Example of “Word Graph” for Emphasis Expres-
sion Labeling

The “word graph” for emphasis expression labeling can be

constructed according to the context features listed in Ta-
ble 2. Take the short sentence “ (speech synthe-
sis)” for example and assume that the result of text-analysis
module can also be expressed as Fig. 3. Then, the “word
graph” for emphasis expression labeling can be constructed
as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, only the context features
representing current phone, next phone, and emphasis ex-
pression are used in order to simplify the illustration. As
for the emphasis expression labels, E0 stands for the neutral
prosodic word and E1 stands for the emphatic one.

5. Experiments

5.1 Experiments on Prosodic Phrase Boundary Labeling

5.1.1 Experimental Conditions

For the experiments of prosodic phrase boundary labeling,
a standard reading-style Mandarin speech synthesis corpus
was used. This corpus was uttered by a professional fe-
male speaker. It contains 13,000 utterances and lasts about
20 hours. The prosodic boundaries of all these utterances
were labeled by professional human annotators. Besides the
manual labeling results, the prosodic phrase boundary labels
generated by three automatic labeling methods were com-
pared in our experiments. These three labeling methods are
described as follows:

- Text-based labeling. A C4.5 decision tree based clas-
sifier was constructed using the Weka tools [33] to de-
termine whether each prosodic word boundary should
be a prosodic phrase boundary or not. All the fea-
tures used for classification were generated by the
text-analysis module, such as the POS and the num-
ber of syllables in a prosodic word. The text set for
training the decision tree based classifier consisted of
20,000 sentences with manual labels of prosodic phrase
boundaries.

- CD-HMM-based supervised labeling. 1,000 utter-
ances were picked up from the speech database. 900
of them with manual prosodic phrase boundary la-
bels, which were phonetically and prosodically bal-
anced, were used for the model training introduced in
Sect. 2.3. The remaining 100 utterances were used as
the test set for the objective evaluation. Finally, the
prosodic phrase boundary positions of all utterances in
the database were labeled by Viterbi decoding using the
trained models.

- CD-HMM-based unsupervised labeling. The same
1,000 utterances as the CD-HMM-based supervised la-
beling were used for the unsupervised model training.
The threshold of d̂sp, which is defined as (3), was ob-
tained by unsupervised clustering in the initialization
step. The value of the threshold is 0.0407. After the
initialization of prosodic phrase boundary labels, the
iterative processing of model training and prosodic la-
beling was implemented. The two-pass Viterbi decod-
ing strategy was adopted here. The 40-best paths of
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each utterance were firstly generated by the Viterbi de-
coding using the CD-HMMs of the spectrum and F0
features. These 40 hypotheses were then rescored us-
ing the CD-HMMs of the phone durations. After that,
the updated prosodic phrase boundary labels of the ut-
terance were derived. The model training and prosodic
labeling were conducted iteratively, until the prosodic
boundary labels and the CD-HMMs converged. The
converged CD-HMMs were then applied to label all ut-
terances in the database.

In both the supervised and unsupervised prosodic
phrase boundary labeling, the speech waveforms were sam-
pled at 16kHz. The acoustic parameters were extracted
by STRAIGHT [34], including 40-order line spectral pairs
(LSP) and F0. A 5-state left-to-right HMM structure was
adopted to train the context-dependent models, where a sin-
gle Gaussian distribution was used for each HMM state. In
order to evaluate the labeling result, three kinds of measure-
ment were used in the experiments. They were precision,
recall and F-score. The definitions of these three measure-
ments are as follows:

1) Precision: the percentage that an automatic labeled
prosodic phrase boundary agrees with the label of the
reference result.

2) Recall: the percentage that a prosodic phrase boundary
of the reference result is detected by the automatic label-
ing method.

3) F-score (F-measure): the harmonic mean of the preci-
sion and recall. The definition can be expressed as the
following equation.

F-score =
2 Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

. (4)

In the unsupervised prosodic phrase boundary labeling,
the F-score between the labeling results of adjacent itera-
tions is used as a measurement of convergence. Here, the
reference labels is defined as the labeling result of the for-
mer iteration. The condition of convergence is that F-score
between last two iterations is above 99%. The F-scores of
adjacent iterations calculated in this experiment are shown
in Table 3. It can be found that the prosodic phrase bound-
ary labels converged after six iterations. Figure 7 gives the
log likelihood per frame of the training data in the iterative
processing of model training and prosodic labeling, which
shows that the converged CD-HMMs can model the train-
ing data better than the initial models.

Table 3 The F-score (%) of adjacent iterations in the iterative process-
ing of model training and prosodic labeling for prosodic phrase boundary
labeling.

Iteration 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

F-score N/A 73.7 92.8 96.7 98.1 98.8 99.2

5.1.2 Objective Evaluation

We performed an objective evaluation among the three auto-
matic labeling methods by comparing their labeling results
with the manual labels on a test set. Precision, recall and
F-score were chosen here as the measurements. These mea-
surements have just been defined in Sect. 5.1.1. The manual
labels are used as the reference result.

The test set for all these automatic labeling methods
consisted of 100 utterances, which were not included in the
training set of the supervised labeling but were used dur-
ing the iterative processing of model training and prosodic
labeling for the unsupervised labeling. This is considered
to be reasonable because the manual labels are not required
for the unsupervised labeling and all the utterances in the
database can be used in the iterative processing. The man-
ual labels were obtained by the voting results among three
human annotators. There are 264 prosodic phrase boundary
labels and 788 prosodic word boundary labels in the test set.
Table 4 shows the labeling consistency between every two
human annotators.

Table 5 lists the precisions, recalls and F-scores of dif-
ferent methods. Because F-score considers both precision
and recall, it is also used here as an overall measurement of
the labeling performance. From this table, it can be found
that the initial labels of the CD-HMM-based unsupervised
approach is much better than that of the text-based approach.
This indicates the importance of acoustic cues in determin-
ing the prosodic phrase boundary positions for a speech syn-

Fig. 7 Log likelihood per frame of the training data in the iterative pro-
cessing of model training and prosodic labeling for prosodic phrase bound-
ary labeling. The x-axis refers to the number of iterations in the iterative
processing.

Table 4 The F-score (%) between every two human annotators on the
test set for the prosodic phrase boundary labeling.

Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3

Annotator 1 N/A 79.7 70.9
Annotator 2 79.7 N/A 76.9
Annotator 3 70.9 76.9 N/A
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Table 5 The precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) of prosodic phrase
boundary labeling on the test set for different methods.

Method P(%) R(%) F(%)

Text-based 36.1 77.3 49.2
Supervised CD-HMM 68.5 85.6 76.1

Unsupervised CD-HMM (initial) 55.4 72.4 62.7
Unsupervised CD-HMM (converged) 59.1 94.0 72.5

thesis database. After iterative processing of model training
and prosodic labeling, the F-score of the unsupervised la-
beling increases from 62.7% to 72.5%, which is close to the
F-score of the CD-HMM-based supervised labeling. From
Table 4, it can be found that the average F-score among the
three human annotators is 75.8% on the test set. Hence, the
converged labels of unsupervised prosodic phrase bound-
ary labeling is satisfactory when compared with the consis-
tency among different human annotators. In addition, com-
paring the labeling results of CD-HMM-based supervised
labeling and CD-HMM-based unsupervised labeling after
iterative processing of model training and prosodic label-
ing, it can be found that the precision decreases from 68.5%
to 59.1% and the recall increases from 85.6% to 94.0%.
This indicates that the CD-HMM-based unsupervised label-
ing method tends to assign more prosodic phrase boundary
labels than the supervised method.

5.1.3 Subjective Evaluation

Four speech synthesis systems were constructed using
the manual prosodic phrase boundary labels, and the re-
sults of the three automatic labeling methods listed in
Sect. 5.1.1. The HMM-based unit selection speech synthe-
sis approach [35] was adopted and all of the 13,000 utter-
ances were used for constructing these systems. Twenty ut-
terances, which were not included in the database, were syn-
thesized by the four systems respectively and were evaluated
by eight listeners. Each listener was required to give a score
from 1 (bad) to 5 (good) on the naturalness of each syn-
thetic utterance. The average mean opinion scores (MOS)
for these systems are shown in Fig. 8.† From Fig. 8 and
Table 5, it can be found that the quality of the prosodic
phrase boundary labeling plays an important role in the per-
formance of the unit selection system. This is expectable
by the HMM-based unit selection approach [35]. In this ap-
proach, calculations of the target and concatenation cost are
depending on the context features of the candidate units.
Many important context features are related to the labels
of prosodic phrase boundary. Therefore, the inaccurate la-
bels of prosodic phrase boundary can result in the selections
of inappropriate units. Here, the difference of naturalness
between the systems using the text-based labeling method
and the other three methods is significant, but no significant
difference is observed among the systems using these three

†Some examples of the synthetic speech generated by the
systems with different prosodic phrase labels are available
at http://home.ustc.edu.cn/˜yangcy/USProsodyLabelingFull/demo.
html.

Fig. 8 Mean opinion scores (MOS) with 95% confidence intervals of the
systems constructed using the manual prosodic phrase boundary labels and
the results of three automatic prosodic phrase boundary labeling methods.

methods (Tukey’s HSD test at α ≤ 0.01). This indicates
that the systems using the prosodic phrase boundary labels
given by the CD-HMM-based supervised and unsupervised
labeling methods are both comparable to the one constructed
using the manual labels.

5.2 Experiments on Emphasis Expression Labeling

5.2.1 Experimental Conditions

For the experiments of emphasis expression labeling, a
Mandarin audiobook database was used. The database is
composed of the recordings of essays read by a male nar-
rator. It contains 3,000 utterances, which lasts about 3
hours. The prosodic phrase boundaries of all these utter-
ances were labeled by professional human annotators and
the unsupervised labeling methods described in Sect. 3 re-
spectively. The F-score of the prosodic phrase boundary la-
beling on the whole audiobook database is 84.43%, which
is a satisfactory result. So the following experiments were
conducted based on the prosodic phrase boundaries obtained
by the unsupervised labeling methods.

In the experiments of emphasis expression labeling,
all of the 3,000 utterances were used in the unsuper-
vised model training. The speech waveforms were sam-
pled at 16kHz. The acoustic parameters were extracted
by STRAIGHT [34], including 40-order line spectral pairs
(LSP) and F0. A 5-state left-to-right HMM structure was
adopted to train the context-dependent models, where a sin-
gle Gaussian distribution was used for each HMM state.

After the initialization of emphasis expression labels,
the iterative processing of model training and prosodic la-
beling was applied. The model training and prosodic label-
ing were conducted iteratively, until the emphasis expres-
sion labeling results and the CD-HMMs converged. Similar
to the prosodic phrase boundary labeling in Sect. 5.1.1, the
F-score between the labeling results of two adjacent itera-
tions was used here as a measurement of convergence. The
F-score values calculated in this experiments are shown in
Table 6, which indicate the emphasis expression labels con-
verged after five iterations. Figure 9 shows the log likeli-
hood per frame of the training data in the iterative process-
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Table 7 The F-scores (%) among human annotators and the CD-HMM-based unsupervised labeling
method on the test set for emphasis expression labeling.

Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Annotator 4 Annotator 5 Unsupervised

Annotator 1 N/A 55.8 56.1 58.4 54.5 33.5
Annotator 2 55.8 N/A 62.3 58.9 46.4 45.5
Annotator 3 56.1 62.3 N/A 52.9 42.0 41.5
Annotator 4 58.4 58.9 52.9 N/A 46.9 43.1
Annotator 5 54.5 46.4 42.0 46.9 N/A 39.3

Unsupervised 33.5 45.5 41.5 43.1 39.3 N/A

Table 6 The F-score (%) of adjacent iterations in the iterative processing
of model training and prosodic labeling for emphasis expression labeling.

Iteration 0 1 2 3 4 5

F-score N/A 94.3 97.5 98.4 98.8 99.1

Fig. 9 Log likelihood per frame of the training data in the iterative pro-
cessing of model training and prosodic labeling for emphasis expression
labeling. The x-axis refers to the number of iterations in the iterative pro-
cessing.

ing of model training and prosodic labeling. It can also be
found that the converged CD-HMMs can model the training
data better than the initial models. The log likelihood de-
creases a little in the fifth iteration, this is considered to be
reasonable because the proposed method doesn’t ensure the
log likelihood to increase strictly.

In order to evaluate the performance of emphasis ex-
pression labeling, five professional human annotators were
asked to give the emphasis expression labels on 100 utter-
ances which were randomly selected from the audiobook
database. The average percentage of prosodic words with
the emphasis expression label in the test set given by human
annotators is 18.7%. Table 7 shows the labeling consistency
among the human annotators and the CD-HMM-based un-
supervised labeling method on the test set. From this table,
it can be found that the average F-score among these human
annotators is 54.4%. Comparing Table 7 and Table 4, it can
be found that the emphasis expression labeling consisten-
cies between human annotators are much worse than those
of prosodic phrase boundary labeling. This implies that it is

more difficult to obtain consistent labeling results of empha-
sis expressions than prosodic phrase boundaries. Similarly,
it can be found that the emphasis expression labeling consis-
tency between CD-HMM-based unsupervised labeling and
manual labeling is not as good as the one of the prosodic
phrase boundary labeling. Considering that the purpose
of emphasis expression labeling here is to synthesize the
speech with appropriate emphasis expressions, a subjective
listening test was conducted to measure the ability of con-
veying emphasis expressions for the synthetic speech.

5.2.2 Perception of Emphasis Expressions

The HMM-based unit selection speech synthesis system
was constructed using the emphasis expression labels. The
utterances of the same text but with different emphasis
expression labels were synthesized and compared here.
Twenty utterances, which were not included in the audio-
book database, were synthesized first without any prosodic
word emphasized. Another twenty utterances of the same
text were synthesized but with an emphasized prosodic word
in each utterance. The prosodic words to be emphasized
were randomly selected from the utterances. Then, these
utterances were used to compose twenty contrasting pairs
which were evaluated by a group of native listeners subjec-
tively. The first utterance of each pair, which was synthe-
sized without any prosodic word emphasized, was used as
the reference in the evaluation. If a difference of emphasis
expression between a certain pair of the synthetic utterances
was perceived, the listener was asked to mark the prosodic
word that carried the emphasis. If no difference of emphasis
expression was perceived, the listener didn’t need to mark
anything. Altogether eight native Mandarin listeners took
part in this test. Precision, Recall and F-score were calcu-
lated here as the measurement. The definitions of these three
measurements are:

1) Precision: the percentage that an emphatic prosodic
word perceived by listeners agrees with the one intended
to convey emphasis by the speech synthesis system.

2) Recall: the percentage that a prosodic word intended to
convey emphasis by the speech synthesis is detected by
the listeners.

3) F-score (F-measure): the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall. The definition can be expressed as Eq. (4).
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Table 8 Precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) of emphasis perception.
The “Total” results are obtained by analyzing the results of all listeners
altogether.

P(%) R(%) F(%)

Listener 1 100.0 95.0 97.4
Listener 2 100.0 100.0 100.0
Listener 3 100.0 90.0 94.7
Listener 4 95.0 95.0 95.0
Listener 5 100.0 95.0 97.4
Listener 6 100.0 65.0 78.8
Listener 7 95.0 95.0 95.0
Listener 8 80.0 80.0 80.0

Total 96.0 89.4 92.6

Fig. 10 Preference score of the systems constructed with and without
emphasis expression labels with 95% confidence intervals.

The results of this experiment were listed in Table 8†. We
can see that the unit selection speech synthesis system con-
structed using the emphasis expression labels can convey the
emphasis expressions very well.

5.2.3 Naturalness Evaluation

In order to evaluate the naturalness of the speech synthe-
sized by the systems using the unsupervised emphasis ex-
pression labeling method, two speech synthesis systems
with and without emphasis expression labels were con-
structed and compared in our experiments. The HMM-
based unit selection speech synthesis approach was adopted
and all the 3,000 utterances were used for constructing the
systems. Twenty utterances, which were not included in the
training set, were synthesized by the two systems respec-
tively. A paired-comparison preference listening test was
conducted by 8 listeners. This test compared the naturalness
of the synthesized speech generated from these two systems.
For each pair, listeners were asked to tell which sentence is
more natural. Then the preference score of these two sys-
tems could be calculated. Because the text analysis module
used in this experiment can not predict the emphasis labels
from the texts, the labels of these twenty sentences were de-
cided manually here. The evaluation results are shown in
Fig. 10††. It can be seen that the unsupervised emphasis ex-

†Some examples of the synthetic speech used for emphasis per-
ception are available at http://home.ustc.edu.cn/˜yangcy/
USProsodyLabelingFull/demo.html.
††Again, some examples of the synthetic speech generated by

the systems with and without emphasis expression labels are avail-
able at http://home.ustc.edu.cn/˜yangcy/USProsodyLabelingFull/
demo.html.

pression labeling can maintain the naturalness of synthetic
speech while the corresponding labels are given at synthesis
time.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an unsupervised method using CD-HMMs has
been proposed for the prosodic labeling of speech synthe-
sis databases. The method consists of three steps which
are initialization, model training and prosodic labeling. The
initial prosodic labels are firstly obtained by unsupervised
clustering using the task-specific acoustic features. Then,
the model training step and the prosodic labeling step are
conducted iteratively to update the acoustic models and the
labeling results. The unsupervised labeling of the prosodic
phrase boundaries and the emphasis expressions of Man-
darin speech synthesis databases has been investigated in
this paper. In the experiments of prosodic phrase bound-
ary labeling, the objective evaluation results have shown
that this proposed method can achieve satisfactory prosodic
phrase boundary labeling accuracy without requiring any
manual labels. Also, the unit selection speech synthesis
system constructed using the prosodic phrase boundary la-
bels given by our proposed method is comparable to the
one constructed using manual labels. In the experiments
of emphasis expression labeling, the unit selection speech
synthesis system constructed using the emphasis expression
labels given by our proposed method can convey the em-
phasis information well while maintaining the naturalness
of synthetic speech.

Although the experimental results demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method, several aspects of the
current implementation can be improved in the future work.
First, the prior distribution of the unknown prosodic labels
is omitted for simplicity, while integrating the prior distri-
bution may help improve the labeling performance further.
Second, only the pause duration is used as the feature for
classification in the initialization step of prosodic phrase
boundary labeling. Some other features, e.g. pitch resets,
can also be used here as supplements. Third, CD-HMMs
with a single Gaussian distribution for each state are adopted
as the acoustic models in this paper. They belong to the
generative models with shallow architectures. Recently, the
deep learning techniques have already achieved great suc-
cess in the field of ASR [36]. Therefore, to improve the
acoustic modeling by deep learning techniques will also be
the task of our future work.
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